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Minutes of the Annual Potterne Parish Meeting held on Zoom on Wednesday, 5th May 2021 
 
Welcome 
Peter Balls, Chairman of Potterne Parish Council, welcomed Councillors and members of the village to 
their Annual Parish Meeting. 
 
No apologies were received  
 
Minutes of the Annual Potterne Parish Meeting held on 17 April 2019:  It was agreed that the 
Minutes of the Annual Potterne Parish Meeting held on 17 April 2019 were an accurate record.  The 
minutes would be signed at a later date due to COVID19 restrictions. 
 
Matters Arising:  There were no matters arising from the previous meeting. 
 
Report of the Chairman of the Parish Council: 
I welcome all present to Potterne’s 2021 Annual Parish Meeting. 
At the end of a surreal year for the world, this evening’s Parish Meeting has had to take place on 
Zoom. 
There has been much cancelled in the village this year, but some village organisations have managed 
curtailed activity and the Parish Council has made some welcome progress in areas where this was 
possible. 
We will hear about that in a moment but first let me give you a financial overview that sets out some 
context; 
Financial Overview 
1. Precept for 2021-2022 unchanged from previous year - £25,824. 
2. Balance on all accounts at YE2021 = £73,075 
(previous year 2019-2020 balance = £56,553) 
This equates to a £16,522 underspend/increase in the Parish Council’s Accounts BUT… 
3. On top of precept extra income received in 2020-2021 was 
£3500 – Covid Business Grant 
£1595 – Burial income 
£7798 – Community Infrastructure Levy 
4. Large expenses 2020-2021 
£4,200 = Speed Indicator Devices, software and locks 
£2,500 = Fencing at Blounts Court Playing Field 
+ £11,387 = Village Gates to pay 
Meaning an underspend/increase in Reserve of £5,135 (which we had hoped would be spent on 
Ryeleaze Field) 
5. Donations made 2020-2021 
Potterne Youth Centre - £1,000 
Royal British Legion - £20 
Good Neighbours Team - £50 
 
Reports from members of the Parish Council:   Each individual councillor has responsibility for a 
work-stream or responsibility based on the Community Aspirations from the Neighbourhood Plan and 
they gave a short summary of what they have done, to date, and plan to do in the future, as follows: 
 
Road Safety, Vehicle Parking and Public Transport:  John Mann (Lead) 
Over the past two years, the major part of the work in the Parish Council’s Highways department has 
been to build on the years of discussion about introducing traffic calming measures to the A360 and 
the minor roads feeding Potterne. I shall therefore first describe our progress in this area, then list 
other successes. Finally, I shall give you an overview of the Council’s future path as I see it. So, first: 
We managed to get Devizes CATG – CATG is the Wiltshire Council group which oversees highway 
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changes – to approve our plan for Speed Indicator Devices – SIDs – on the A360 Northern and 
Southern approaches to the village. The posts were installed by Wiltshire Council, and the Parish 
Council paid for the units themselves, installed in August last year. The SIDs, chosen mainly because 
they were manufactured by a British Company, have not been without their problems, many of which 
were due to the supply of sub-standard batteries from China during the COVID-19 pandemic. We 
hope these challenges are now behind us. A purely subjective assessment of the SIDs shows that 
they do remind a proportion of drivers that they need to slow down. You may not realise that, as well 
as scolding speeding drivers, the SIDs also record the speed (only the speed - not, unfortunately, the 
identity) of each passing vehicle, so we are now gaining useful speed data which will assist the 
Council in the future. I thank especially our volunteer Derek Hudson (known globally as ‘Spud’) who 
changes the batteries and downloads data from the northern SID. Having progressed with the SIDs, 
we gained CATG’s approval for Village Gates on the A360 North and South, and on the Worton and 
Whistley Roads. Our gates, which were installed only a few weeks ago, were designed and erected by 
Wiltshire Council at locations decided by the Parish Council – and the Parish Council will be paying 
the whole bill. It is too early to judge the psychological effect of the gates on drivers’ speeds, but if 
nothing else they are a most attractive way to mark the extents of the bulk of the village. Other major 
successes include the long-overdue clearance of the A360 footpath from Potterne to Devizes 
(although still, to my knowledge, not yet absolutely complete), and initial works to alleviate the severe 
flooding problem in Coxhill Lane. These, and other more minor works, often carried out by the Parish 
Steward, were very much a team effort including Councillors Chandler and Huntley, and we should 
especially thank Andy Huntley for his intensive work on Coxhill Lane drainage. Many of these 
highways repairs and improvements require the assistance of Wiltshire Council, and it is often the 
case that Parish Council requests are not given due regard. In such a situation, the assistance of a 
Unitary Councillor can be all-important, and I therefore thank Councillor Richard Gamble who has 
been happy to pick up the cudgel on Potterne’s behalf in the absence of our own elected Councillor. 
The Parish Council will continue to do their best to improve the road and traffic situation. It is 
interesting to look at these graphs, which show the data collected so far from our Northern – 
Blackberry Lane – SID and the SID at Blounts Court. You can see that, in spite of our SIDs and, more 
recently, village gates, a large proportion of traffic continues to travel through Potterne at speeds well 
above 30 mph. With this in mind, the next steps in the “Traffic Calming and Road Safety” operation 
are: Potterne Wick, and the Potterne Wick junction with the A360; the pedestrian crossing point over 
the A360 between Blounts Court and the George & Dragon; and the High Street, especially the area in 
front of the Porch House, one of our Grade-1 listed buildings and one of the England’s best examples 
of a 15th century timber framed house, presently protected from vehicles by a temporary, damaged 
and dusty barrier which does little to protect or enhance the building. On all these items, the Parish 
Council has decided to start public consultation in the next few weeks. Questions?  
Sue Hiscock asked if there was any update on the repairs to the Whistley Road pothole. Cllr Mann: 
This is an outstanding project along with the repainting of the zebra crossing at the top of The Butt – 
both are in the hands of Wiltshire Council.    
Cllr Mann: The repairs to the drainage at Cox Hill Lane is also on the Wiltshire Council list.  We have 
had no unitary councillor which has held us back.   Cllr Balls: Philip Whitehead and Richard Gamble 
have confirmed that they would follow up on the Cox Hill Lane work, they thought that the footpath 
was clear and completed.  They also reported that the Whistley Road pothole would be repaired within 
6 weeks.  As a Parish Council we have flagged up priorities and, without a Unitary Councillor to fight 
our battle, we are at a disadvantage, although Richard Gamble has helped enormously.     
 
Communications: John Mann (Lead) 
The most residential areas of the village presently benefit from relatively high speed broadband using 
Fibre-to-the-Cabinet technology, called “FTTC”. The Parish Council is concerned over, first, the poor 
broadband speeds achieved at more outlying locations in the parish, and, second, that FTTC is 
becoming yesterday’s technology and is being replaced by FTTP – Fibre to the Premises – but 
Potterne is not included in the plan for the initial rollout of FTTP. The Parish Council does not want 
Potterne to be left in the internet slow-lane, and therefore is endeavoring to set up a “Community 
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Partnership” with BT Openreach to accelerate the introduction of FTTP. This Community Partnership 
requires residents to sign-up their interest in FTTP broadband, but unfortunately only just over 60 
residents have added their names to the list. Without the support of the community, the Parish Council 
cannot progress this initiative, but will continue in its endeavours to attract more names to the 
Community Partnership list.  Cllr Balls: Urged parishioners to sign up. 
 
Leisure facilities, Appearance and Environment:   John Chandler (Lead),  
Andrew Huntley, Nesta Pudney 
Despite Corona Virus restrictions, coupled with the inconvenience of online meetings, it has been a 
busy year for the Appearance and Environment team. 
June 2020 -  
It was noted that Travellers had parked on the Hay Lane bridleway at the Five Lanes. Wiltshire 
Council and the Police visited the site to reassure the Parish Council the situation was being 
monitored. 
A&E proposed to the PPC that a more imposing set of signs describing the purpose of the Soldiers 
Walk living memorial should be purchased and erected. It was agreed by the PPC that members of 
the Potterne Branch of the British Legion assist with this. A&E would also encourage members of the 
public to monitor the wellbeing of the 26 trees. 
July 
A&E carried out a preliminary assessment of the Blounts Court Play area before the reopening. Covid 
restriction information signage was placed on the entrance gates for the public’s attention. 
August 
The Cemetery waste skip floor was repaired. The naughty moles in the Potterne Ryeleaze Playing 
Field were dealt with by a qualified volunteer. The issue of the light in the bus shelter was agreed – 
although an electric supply remains the light does not. Potterne Ground maintenance contractors 
resumed to full capacity. The Blounts Court Play area was due a safety inspection. A padlock was 
placed on the Park gate to prevent unauthorised access. 
September 
It was noted that repairs were needed to the fence on the play park. It was also noted that more play 
bark was required. Signage saying No Dogs Allowed was needed at the Play Park. 
A&E reported to the PPC that soil erosion was one of the key factors in the blocking of Cox Hill road 
drains causing serious road conditions including some flooding issues. The Clerk to PPC would 
engage with Wiltshire Council Highways to assess the situation. A&E reported that road salt bins 
needed filing. A&E proposed that gates rather than stiles be placed on the footpaths leading to One 
Tree. 
October 
A&E reported that trees hanging into the A360 from the Potterne Playing field were dragging down the 
fence and presenting a possible danger to traffic so should be reduced. There was also an issue with 
the mystery of the disappearing Potterne Road signs. It was noted that work on the Potterne Cemetery 
fence was needed to secure the area from Badger intrusion. A&E confirmed to the PPC that the 
completion of a new boundary fence in the Blount Court Park had been done to a high standard. 
November 
Debris from soil erosion plus spring water draining onto Cox Hill Lane remains an issue for the 
residence of Cox Hill. A land slide from Blount Court toward the A360 was reported. 
A&E proposed to the PPC that early consideration of the expansion of Potterne Cemetery should be 
undertaken to allow any planning issues to be resolved should they occur. 
December 
The issue of the condition of the Cox Hill Lane remains; A&E recommends to the PPC joining the 
Flood Forum as it may allow access to grant funding to mitigate soil erosion. Defibrillator at the Youth 
Centre maintenance will expire; the Potterne Parish Council will take responsibility. 
January 
A maintenance agreement for Soldiers Walk was drawn between the land owner and the PPC.  This 
included a serious issue of dog fouling. 
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February 
Parish Council access to the Blounts Court Park would be agreed with the new owners Of No 56 
Blounts Court. 
March 
A repeat to catch up on items mentioned. 
April 
The Last Patrol of Potterne Appearance and Environment team found only a few small snags to be 
remedied. Both Andrew Huntley and John Chandler agreed that the report to the Parish Clerk should 
be; Potterne looked beautiful in the spring sunshine. 
Cllr Chandler: Thank you for Andrew Huntley for his work. 
Cllr Balls: Thank both Andrew Huntley and John Chandler for their help and support. 
Cllr Balls:  The work listed above had been identified by The Neighbourhood Plan.   
 
Residential Development:  Richard Clark (Lead), Robert Hunt-Grubbe, Philip Abbatt 
Whilst the total number of planning applications over the last two years is well down on previous 
years, several of them have been more complex than previously so there has been no saving of time 
for Cllr Hunt-Grubbe and I: our role is to do a site visit for each application and then report to the PC 
with a recommendation to support or reject it. 
Our guiding principle is the NDP which was made following exhaustive research as to what the 
residents of Potterne wanted in terms of planning, so if an application does not comply with the NDP 
then we will strongly oppose it; that said, we will always recommend acceptance when owners want to 
improve the quality of their dwelling in good taste and without intruding on their neighbours. We have 
built up a good relationship with the planners at Wiltshire Council and believe they respect our views, 
though of course they are the ones who actually rule on the applications. However, the value of NDPs 
has come under attack, as Cllr Hunt-Grubbe will explain in a minute. 
One of our prime objectives is to preserve the agricultural land between Potterne and neighbouring 
communities (especially Devizes) because we know from the pre-NDP Questionnaire that 82% of you 
regard that as the most important aspect of new building. It is therefore very disturbing that there were 
two separate applications last year to create residential dwellings out of old barns within the ‘green 
corridor’ between Potterne and Devizes, on either side of the A360 – a trend which seeks to take 
advantage of the more favourable planning regime towards agricultural land. The Parish Council 
strongly opposed both applications, won on the earlier one but are still waiting the result on the 
second. There is a third barn within the ‘corridor’, and its owner is obviously watching the situation 
carefully. And so are we, as there are obviously other barns within the Parish. 
Another trend relates to building a ‘granny annex’. Until recently these had to be physically joined to 
the house but the law has changed and they can now be detached. All we can do is request that 
conditions are imposed by Wiltshire Council that the annex remains in the same ownership as the 
house and its use is ancillary to the house. There have been two of these applications in the last two 
years and both were approved with such conditions. 
Finally, and an entirely different kettle of fish, we had to deal with an application for a continuous (ie 
permanent) licence to hold an annual event on the edge of the village, non-stop, over a long weekend 
during which 16 hours of live and 36 hours of recorded music would be played and alcohol would be 
sold. We objected strongly to this application on the grounds of safety, preventing public nuisance and 
crime and disorder etc, and I am pleased to report that the application was withdrawn. Had it been 
approved then there would have been serious disruption and disturbance to the whole village. 
There has been no movement by Aster on its proposal, strongly opposed by the village, to build on the 
car park area of St Mary’s Close off Silver Street. 
 
Neighbourhood Plan  Robert Hunt-Grubbe 
The idea behind Neighbourhood Plans is brilliant. It aims to use local knowledge and community 
agreement to approve development where it is desirable and sustainable and discourage it where it is 
not. The process is rigourous, checked by an inspector, and has to be approved by a village 
referendum. Potterne’s Neighbourhood Plan was one of the first in the county to be ‘made’ since their 
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introduction through the Localism Act of 2011. The importance of Neighbourhood Plans cannot be 
over-emphasised. They recognise that villages cannot expand indefinitely without putting at risk the 
very features that attract people to settle here. Every village is different, some are limited by roads, 
some by parking facilities, or lack of them, others by their topography. Potterne saw all the major 
development it could reasonably manage early on. It has five housing estates where once there were 
allotment gardens, with over a quarter of residences owned by Aster Housing Association, most of 
them built without any provision for cars. 
Recently, relentless pressure by government to achieve failing housing targets has triggered drastic 
changes to planning law which drive a coach and horses through the entire process. Unless the 
county can show a five-year supply of new sites all Neighbourhood Plans over two years old are 
ignored. No matter what we think, or the county planners recommend, decisions will be made by 
planning inspectors in favour of developers on appeal. It gets worse. Appeals are so costly to fight that 
the county has little choice but to cave in rather than divert precious funds from another vital service. 
This monstrous assault on the county’s planning process has so upset the mayor of Malmesbury, 
Councillor Ritchie, that he has formed an Association of Wiltshire Communities with Neighbourhood 
Plans - called WALPA - to try to get this idiotic new law changed back. It affects the whole county 
because Wiltshire is one of the very few Unitary Authorities. 
Adding to the problem are some major developers who, in their own interest, maintain this apparent 
shortfall in five-year land supply by not agreeing final terms on developments which they know are in 
the bag. 
Specifically WALPA has three aims:- 
To reverse the two-year rule which makes Neighbourhood Plans powerless 
To take control from developers and put it back with county planners where it belongs. 
Provide a simple process to keep Neighbourhood Plans up to date. 
Potterne, together with over thirty other parish councils and a number of county councillors, have 
signed up to WALPA. My contribution has been to obtain the support of our MP Danny Kruger. With 
his help, and hopefully that of other Wiltshire MPs, we hope to pressure Westminster into making 
these changes. It is an outrage that developers are legally allowed to determine the future of our 
precious countryside in the interest only of their own financial gain. 
Finally, I will mention that the entire planning system is under review by government anyway as it is 
not fit for purpose. Currently growth is not really planned at all. Developers propose something that is 
profitable for them and cheap to build. They then seek planning permission which is either granted, 
often with conditions, or refused. If it is refused, developers go to appeal and usually win because the 
cost of fighting them is deemed unaffordable. As an example, all developments along the London road 
of Devizes have been refused by county, then granted on appeal resulting in the frequent gridlock you 
now experience, and more are in the pipeline. The impact of ever more houses on schools, transport, 
medical facilites etc. is ignored. The revised system, owing much to the ideas of the late Sir Roger 
Scruton, will seek to ensure there is joined up thinking to achieve desirable neighbourhoods with open 
space and proper facilites comprising varied and beautiful buildings too. Lofty aims, and wonderful if it 
happens, but don’t hold your breath. 
 
Cllr Balls:  The improvements in the rigour and consideration we give to planning in the village is a 
very high level and we are very grateful to Richard Clark and Robert Hunt-Grubbe.   We have a 
neighbourhood plan and both are doing a great job to protect what the village wants.   This is a 
massive issue and striking a balance between sensible development and no development is very 
difficult.  Wiltshire planners give respect to our views.   
 
Community and Learning:  Nesta Pudney (Lead), Carol Clifford 
Understandably, due to the Coronavirus, over the last year the social side of mine and Nesta’s remit 
has been very quiet. However, the next year is looking more promising and we have some ideas in 
mind for when lockdown is behind us. 
I am the Parish Council’s representative on the Potterne School Building Committee. 
I also lead the Cemetery Sub-Committee. 
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In 2 or 3 years, we will be moving into the extension field and are now in the planning stage. This 
involves getting all sorts of permissions from various departments, not least, since it is on an important 
Bronze Age archaeological site. At the same time, we need to improve the driveway to make it easier 
for the hearses to turn and to work out what to do with the unattractive shelter. We are also looking 
into ways to look after the graveyard on a more regular basis. 
 
Footpaths and Cycleways:  Philip Abbatt (Lead), Chris Twiney 
As far as public rights of way are concerned, the aim of the Parish Council is to monitor their condition, 
carry out minor improvements, and generally assist with problem solving. It is not our responsibility to 
maintain fixtures such as gates and stiles. This generally lies with either Wiltshire Council or the 
landowner. However, the Parish Council can put a certain amount of pressure on such people to carry 
out these responsibilities. We also have a small number of volunteers within the parish, Steve Sawyer 
and Andy Huntley being two of them, who generously give their time and effort in clearing vegetation 
and carrying out minor repairs, particularly on the paths within the village itself. We are always looking 
for more volunteers, and now that we can see an end to lockdown, we should be able to get more of 
this work done. Some resources can be made available to help with this. 

  
There is one person who I'd particularly like to thank and that is Linda Kavanagh, who over the last 2 
years has walked all 90- odd paths in the parish, and carefully photographed and recorded their 
condition. She has handed over the resulting document to the parish, and this is now a wonderful 
resource and snapshot in time that can be used to help achieve our aims. Linda has also put together 
a charming 7.5 mile walk around the parish, which she describes in a leaflet titled 'A Walk around 
Potterne'. In addition to this, she and John Mann are in the process of uploading all this information to 
the Potterne 123 website; and are also updating Leslie Turner's publication 'Ten Walks around 
Potterne', which they hope to republish pending the Turner family's approval. All this work will 
hopefully be completed this summer. 

  
Due to lockdown, it has been difficult to achieve a great deal on the ground, but we have succeeded in 
a number of minor clearance operations, and the installation of a kissing-gate in place of a stile on 
Blounts Court Farm. This could be followed by a second kissing-gate, but only if the small minority of 
users who are cutting fences, not cleaning-up after their dogs, or dropping litter, start behaving more 
responsibly and treating the countryside here with more respect. The Council intends to replace a few 
more stiles with gates where the use is heavy and we can secure the landowners consent. However, 
please remember that we do not have a responsibility to do so. 

  
So, please use and enjoy the footpaths, but follow the Countryside Code, and if you would like to join 
a footpath working-group in the village, please come forward. 

  
Apart from footpaths, my other duty is to assess all the applications for work to trees, and as a farmer I 
do admit to having chopped down a few in my time; but I've also planted a lot more and regard myself 
as a pragmatic tree-lover. Thank you to all those who follow the rules, and I hope you think I'm doing a 
decent job. We are currently trying to plant something suitable on the small green in Blackberry Lane, 
but are meeting with inertia on the part of Aster, who own the site. Watch that space !   
 
Jackie Sawyer: Noticed a lot of litter in the middle of fields and wondered if it would be worth 
considering having the Countryside Code on plaques at kissing gates and stiles that are used.   Cllr 
Abbatt agreed that signage in the Village was poor.   Cllr Balls suggested that, rather than the 
Countryside Code, which was a wordy document, why not put up some short signs with simple rules 
(and possibly some photos) on the gates and stiles in the village.   This would be discussed, further at 
the next Parish Council Meeting. 
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Reports from Local Groups and Organisations 
The Potterne Charities (Andrew Huntley) 
The annual accounts show the income for the financial year just ended to be £4643 (£4396) an 
increase of £247 over the previous year. 
Investment income from the 10 Charities in Potterne came to £1314 (£1288) and income from land 
amounted to £3329 (£3108) 
With the available money the Trustees at Christmas were able to increase the individual grant to £60 
(£50), a total of £1050 (£1050) was paid out. This year the Grant was again split into two equal parts 
(30x2) to give more choice of suppliers. A Morrison’s Gift Card for £60 was offered. 
Grants to Village Organisations amounted to £500 (£700). 
The contribution of £144.52 (£141.64) was also made to Worton and Marston Charities (1/3 of the 
William Grubbe Charity). 
The above amounts, plus expenses of £660 (£727) leaves a balance of £4537 (£3167). 
N.B. Last year’s figures are in brackets. 
 
Youth Centre (John Chandler) 
Potterne Youth Centre has been closed since the start of the corona virus pandemic meaning no 
possibility of holding a Youth Club; the desperate feeling of knowing the administration of the Youth 
Centre would like to help the young people of the Community yet find themselves under the tight 
constraints of Covid19 rules. What is now required is the understanding on how to face the challenge 
of a new beginning in a post-Covid World. In 2020 and early 2021 a call was put out to the Potterne 
Community asking for volunteers capable of taking on that challenge, unfortunately with limited 
results. 
Potterne Youth Centre administration under the Potterne Youth Club banner took on the task of the 
Potterne Community Garden in 2017 after winning a BBC competition. Now the PYC must take the 
opportunity to engage with other groups to regenerate the Garden, an ideal project to ease us all from 
the Covid grip. A grant application was put to the Devizes Area Board for £2700 to help with the cost 
of the new community beginning. With full support of the Devizes Area Board panel that application 
was successful. 
The new beginning for the Potterne Youth Centre will see full use of the affiliation to Youth Action 
Wiltshire as well as close engagement with its team leader Steve Crawly who will provide updated 
training on all aspects of youth leadership; PYC can in turn provide YAW with a dedicated facility to 
administer that training. 
As senior trustee and Chairman of the Potterne Youth Centre I see a bright new future for Potterne 
Youth Centre/Club: 
Inspiring new volunteers; 
Updated Safeguarding training; 
Updated skills training; 
Updated policies and procedures; 
Close community group cooperation; 
Outreach work such as the football aspersions in the Potterne Ryeleaze Playing Field and the 
Community Garden. 
The ability to support other Youth Groups forging new associations across the County: 
The PYC/C would like to say a warm thank you to Steve Dewar, Wiltshire Youth For Christ and assure 
Steve we will provide all the support we can for the new beginning. 
To our most dedicated supporters (I am frightened I may miss out someone) from those individuals on 
the Potterne Charities, Patrons Appeal, Potterne Village Hall, Potterne Panto, Potterne Mummers, and 
most especially Potterne Parish Council. We say thank you so much! 
I close with expressing my personal most sincere thanks to the Potterne Youth Centre Management 
Committee for their dogged determination to see the PYC/C succeed. Thank you! 
PC:  The Youth Centre will be a very busy place next year, a plea – we will need to up our support to 
the Youth Centre over the next few years. 
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Potterne Royal British Legion Potterne Branch (John Chandler) 
Little activity for the Potterne Royal British Legion members due to the Corona Virus pandemic.  The 
Potterne Social Club monthly meetings have been continued to be cancelled, members mostly 
keeping in contact via telephone or email. Partnership working with Potterne Parish Council saw new 
information signs installed on Soldiers Walk. Formal signs that carried the dignity necessary for such 
an important living memorial to the WW1 fallen. Potterne legion members express their gratitude to 
the Parish Council for the initiative shown in supplying the signs. 
Remembrance Sunday went ahead, however, not as normal, the Wreath Laying ceremony was 
recorded on film, then played at the online zoom service.  This was an amazing piece of collaboration 
between the St Mary’s Pastoral team and tech wizard and Branch President, John Mann. The 
Potterne War Memorial was attended on Remembrance Sunday at 11am by a lone Wreath Layer, Mr 
Charlie Barker, filmed performing his duty for the Community by Andrew Huntley. There was a request 
from a Legion Branch member that Armistice 11th11th Day be remembered by a small Potterne RBL 
ceremony. The opportunity was taken to Commemorate Armistice Day along with the revealing of the 
new Soldiers Walk signs. All Commemorations were filmed for all to see and placed on the Potterne 
123website. The Poppy Appeal was a real work of art as every effort was taken to ensure we stuck to 
the COVID-19 collecting rules. Even with all the difficulties, the Potterne Community donated over 
£400 to the Legion Branch Poppy Appeal 
Branch Community Support continues as we try to keep an eye on one another in a Covid restricted 
way. Nationally the RBL continues to deliver welfare in some areas even more intensely than before 
as loneliness has affected mental health. 
I attended the Annual Wiltshire County RBL online zoom Conference as Potterne Branch Delegate a 
new experience for many. I particularly enjoyed the positive outlook for the future as we headed for the 
100 year anniversary of the inauguration of the British Legion, added together with an exciting bonus 
the new logo. 
Our sincere admiration to Potterne Branch Royal British Legion Standard Bearer Mr Terry Bryant who 
stands down as Standard Bearer on the 16th of this May Month, he will hand over his beloved 
Standard at the War Memorial at 3pm. 
 
Social Club (Andy Genever) 
The Social Club had a forced closure due to COVID-19 but have been supported by Wiltshire Council 
with £30k of cash grants which has kept heads above water.  The Club had makeover prior to closure 
and is now offering a monthly guest ale.   The Social Club is a wonderful facility and is bookable for 
other, smaller clubs to use.   All footfall is welcome.     
Please come and visit.  Open to non-members.   Lounge is available for anyone to use.    
 
Good Neighbours Team (Jackie Sawyer) 
The Potterne Good Neighbours Project (PGN) was set up in response to the first lockdown in March 
2020. The co-ordinating team were Revd Ali Bridewell, Sarah Leckie and Fi Walker from St Mary’s 
Church; Wiltshire Councillor, Anna Cuthbert; Louise and Annabelle Watson from the George & Dragon 
Public House and John Chandler. 
The team’s objectives were to support the elderly, vulnerable and those forced to isolate by doing 
shopping, collecting prescriptions, walking dogs and phoning those who were feeling lonely, isolated 
or anxious during the crisis. 
The village was leafletted, advertising services offered, listing phone numbers for the contact team 
and asking for volunteers to help with the errands. We were inundated with volunteers - over 50 
Potterne people came forward to offer help. 
When a request for help was received, contact team passed the details on to Sarah who entered the 
request onto a database on the Wellsprings OneDrive. Sarah used WhatsApp and email to 
communicate with the volunteers and allocate jobs. In line with other volunteer groups, we did basic ID 
checks on our volunteers and we ensured they signed up to a code of practice before joining. Fi took 
on the role as Sarah’s ‘back up’ and helped with the admin and organisation of PGN. 
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We supported nearly 100 villagers, many on a weekly basis, at the peak receiving over 10 requests a 
day. The large number of prescription requests proved very challenging because pharmacies were 
struggling, resulting in volunteers queuing for up to two and a half hours. When we tried to organise 
“batch pick-ups” for the whole village Boots refused to work with us, causing much outrage and a radio 
interview on BBC Wiltshire! The pressure we exerted did help persuade Boots to set up their own 
delivery service in Devizes. Eventually we managed to join with the Devizes Covid Support Group 
prescription collections which helped enormously. 
We set up a ‘buddy scheme’ where we matched elderly and vulnerable villagers, particularly those 
living alone, with a volunteer who made regular welfare phone calls. At the end of the first lockdown 
we continued this scheme with the phone callers running errands for their ‘buddies’ whilst the formal 
PGN process was put on hold. 
Even though we leafletted the village again during the second lockdown, we did not receive any 
requests for help, probably because vulnerable people were not told to isolate. 
We have, however, received calls during the third lockdown (around 6 per week at start, now down to 
1 or 2) which we are managing well with our reduced group of 20 volunteers. We know that a lot of our 
vulnerable residents are taking their requests directly to their ‘buddies’, friends or neighbours where 
new caring relationships have been developed. 
Unlike some other village support groups, we have experienced very little “misuse” of the goodwill of 
our volunteers and virtually all of the requests have been genuine and much needed. We also 
identified a number of people with more complex needs than we could meet and have put them in 
contact with agencies, such as Adult Care, Citizens Advice and AgeUK, who can provide them with 
longer term help. In turn, social services have come to us several times to ask us to support people 
who they are working with. 
The next step is to work out how we end the project in it’s current form as lockdown eases, but still 
maintain the momentum of goodwill and altruism that has been generated in a way that is sustainable 
longer term. We are discussing joining with volunteer groups in other villages across the Wellsprings 
Benefice and also with the Love Devizes group to create a network of support for the vulnerable in our 
communities. 
 
Jackie Sawyer - Church Fundraising.  I was originally a member of the social committee for St Mary’s 
Church and am now a fundraiser.   During the past year the other activity was an Angel Trail at 
Christmas (thanks to John Mann for his mapping skills).  The one-off event took place outside within 
the COVID restrictions.    
 
Cllr Balls asked Jackie Sawyer to confirm that, as the Village Fete had been cancelled for 2021, was it 
correct that an Open Gardens fundraiser would be held.   Jackie confirmed that due to difficulties 
much had been curtailed and it was difficult to plan for what is going to happen in the future.   An Open 
Gardens event was a possibility, with more information becoming available in the next couple of 
months.   Cllr Balls pledged the support of the Parish Council.   
 
Village Hall (Nesta Pudney) 
The Village Hall closed its doors at the start of the first lockdown in March 2020, although we had 
already had cancellations of bookings prior to that. We briefly reopened the Dining Club fortnightly in 
September, adhering to the guidelines for indoor eating venues, then had to close again for the 
November lockdown. Ever optimistic, we managed another few sessions in December, including a 
toned down Christmas lunch, before closing again in January. We were unable to host our annual Art 
Exhibition or Christmas market in 2020 and received no income from bookings. However, our 
treasurer secured us grants to maintain the Hall, and those, along with a donation received from the 
closing Crown Centre in Devizes, mean that we have no financial concerns at present. 

The Hall was set up with hand sanitisers and a one way system, and a risk assessment was 
completed in order for us to be Covid ready back in early 2020, and these remain in place. We plan to 
resume the Dining Club on May 19th and hope the bookings will then begin to return. 
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Potterne Parish Magazine (Nesta Pudney) 
The magazine had to be suspended for four months in 2020 as we were unable to access the church 
for printing. April’s edition went online on potterne123 and then a short newsletter was produced in 
May, June and July with free copies available at the shop and online. We resumed normal service at 
the end of July with the August magazine distributed once again to the 380 or so subscribers by the 
delivery team of 18 volunteers. When the latest lockdown happened, we restricted the printing and 
collating team to a small bubble, but were able to continue, though it all took a bit longer. This month 
we used the new printer for the first time, mostly paid for by the Parish Magazine, which takes as long, 
but needs fewer personnel and produces a better quality final product. 
 
Potterne Panto (Nesta Pudney) 
The group were able to perform their 2020 production in February just before the lockdown restrictions 
kicked in. Obviously, we were not able to do the same in 2021, the first year since 2000 that a Panto 
hasn’t been produced in Potterne. We are hoping to start planning the 2022 show soon and, all being 
well, will have a pantomime to entertain the village ready for February as per usual. Donations to 
village organisations were late being distributed in 2020 as meetings were difficult, but we did donate 
£1350 to various groups as well as supporting the Wharf theatre in Devizes. 
 
Cricket Club (Andy Genever, Secretary) 
On behalf of Potterne Cricket Club, I would like to thank the Parish Council for allowing us the 
opportunity to report on our activities over the past year. We were fortunate in being able to have half 
a season of cricket to enjoy, when at one point it looked like the whole season would be written off. All 
four senior league sides were able to play competitive fixtures in smaller, more locally-based leagues, 
which gave the opportunity for games against some different teams. The Sunday friendly side were 
able to play the fixtures that had previously been scheduled for the second half of the season, and the 
highlight of this shortened season was hosting the Wiltshire County side in a friendly fixture at The 
Grove, which will hopefully lead to more such fixtures in the future. The Ladies team again showed 
great improvement, despite only playing four fixtures. In the junior section, we were able to run the All 
Stars Cricket sessions, and the Under 9s enjoyed many fixtures. The Under 11s, 13s, 15s and 19s 
were all able to take part in shortened campaigns, with special mention to both the Under 13s and 
Under 19s for winning their respective leagues. Our ground staff did a sterling job in preparing The 
Grove to its usual high standards for matches with short notice. The recent appointment of our Head 
Groundsman, Jack Colyer, to Assistant Groundsman at The Oval (the home of Surrey County Cricket 
Club) will be a huge loss for the club, but is a great reward for one of our most hard-working and 
dedicated members. Whilst it was disheartening to suffer two break-ins within a few months, we were 
able to expedite our plans to build a new equipment store, which now gives us a much larger and 
secure storage facility for all of our equipment. We raised money for a variety of good causes, namely 
our three chosen charities (Prostate Cancer UK, Age UK and The Nestling Trust), key workers (both in 
the village and club members), Potterne Good Neighbours, Potterne Spinners, Wiltshire Air 
Ambulance and Devizes Opportunity Centre; this was in addition to the monies raised for our new 
equipment store and new mower. These continued efforts throughout the year enabled us to raise over 
£23,000, which is remarkable bearing in mind that we were unable to hold any of our scheduled 
events, and was only possible thanks to the support we received from our members and from within 
the village. It was fitting that these efforts were recognised, with the club winning the ‘Connecting 
Communities’ OSCA from Wiltshire Cricket, and Chairman Fred Kerley for being nominated for a UK 
Community Hero award. With the 2021 season already underway, it will likely be another busy year on 
the pitch for all of our sides. Off the pitch we have unfortunately not been able to hold a lot of our usual 
fundraising and social events so far this year due to the ongoing restrictions. However, we are hopeful 
that we can continue to raise funds for good causes, and that our Festival (which is the main event for 
raising club funds) will go ahead on the August Bank Holiday weekend. Despite the many challenges 
that we have all faced over the past year, the club has continued to come together; be that to play 
cricket, raise money for charity, or just to have some fun, and that is something that I will hopefully be 
able to repeat in our report next year 
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Cllr Balls: The amount of activity and goodwill demonstrated by those present is fantastic and we can 
be proud of living in this village.   It seems that there are an incredible small amount of people doing 
most of the work.   We need volunteers.     
 
Cllr Balls:  I am very grateful to the Parish Council, when we look back on what has been achieved in 
the last 2 years the progress is good.  We have space for three co-opted Parish Councilors, we 
currently have eight of a maximum of eleven.   aveeight.   We can have eleven.   Advert will be 
published shortly.    If anyone knows of villagers who may be interested, please let them know. 
 
Cllr Balls:  Thanked all for attending the meeting.   The Annual Potterne Meeting Closed at 9.05pm 


